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ABSTRACT
KRISTEN MARIE VISE: Currency: The Fantastic Festival of the Mind
(Under the direction of Ginny Chavis)
Currency: The Fantastic Festival of the Mind is an exploration of memory and ephemerality
through abstracted imagery originating in the wonder of childhood, the magic of
festivals, and the divinity of nature. In the work, an underlying “current” or essence of
wonder serves as the “currency” of subjects ranging from carousels to clocks to Sycamore
trees. The work explores fragmented concepts of time and memory that intertwine
with whimsical imagery in the mind over time, leading to the development of fanciful
percepdons and reassembled experience.
Pulling from sources as diverse as Environmental Graphic Design, contemporary
grapic design. Surrealism, and German Expressionism, Currency is a large-scale drawing
installation of lines, colors, and fantastic imagery. Developed over the course of two years
and produced by hand in two weeks. Currency was open to the public as an exhibition in































48CHAPTER m — INFLUENCE
Environmental Graphic Design
Graphic Design - Mike Perry
Surrealism - Joan Miro
















I perceive something whimsical and wondrous in the variety of subjects that I continually
draw. My subjects include maypoles, carousels, clocks, all sorts of animals, fesdvals,
childhood birthday parties, toy ballerinas, phonographs, antique furniture and jewelry,
certain trees, and wildflowers. The underlying “current” of wonder, or wondrous essence,
to all subjects becomes the medium of exchange, the “currency,” between them.common
Maintaining intrinsic characteristics of wonder and whimsicality, the subjects also relate
to time, memory, and/or circular movement. In the mind, subjects wind together and
become strangely linked not only to memories of the past but also to new experience.
The alterations and reinterpretations form “The Fantastic Festival of the Mind, or the
fanciful imagery, perceptions, and thoughts about the whimsical subjects in the mind at




Visual imagery iransforms in the mind over lime, becoming a bizarre database of
faniastic subject matter. Grouping non-like things and joining disparate images, the mind
finds its own meaning and reality in snippets ol' remembered experience. Memories
become delicate and fragile, as they wither away to their most elemental form. \\'hat
remains are momentary understandings of the underlying nature of the thing or event




S. CU)lorriil siniics lollri'ird
tiu- sliotv of ihi' Brllasi Locke.
2010- Bdl'asi. PholoRrapli liy aiuhoi-.
Figure 2. Spiral msctio adiiici uiral
detail. 2010. Wiiiee. l’liim)Kra])h bv
author.
Fimire I. Hdlast Botanic (Jardens in







Filiure (). Stylized manhole cover.
2010- Berlin. Fhotoi^iaph bv atithoi
Figure -T An oddlv sliapecl, IcK ally
grnwn eggjilatit. 201 1 Water \alle\.
Missi.ssippi I’hotograpli b\ author.
Figure 1. S|iring rider suggesii\ e
<)f the wonder of childhood. 2010.
Madiid. Photograph by author.
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
(Statement of Purpose; written September 22, 2009)
In my second semester of college at the University of Mississippi, I realized that
the ideas discussed in my literature courses showed up in my sketchbooks, and
the intricacy of tiny organisms called diatoms that I saw through a microscope in
biology lab showed up in my design work. My classes suddenly connected, and the
topics from my lecture-based classes were the topics I researched more and brought
into my art classes. The subjects that offer the most inspiration to me are history,
literature, and studies of human interaction.. .Experiencing cultures different from
my own and exploring in nature also provide inspiration for my artistic production.
Though I wrote the previous Statement of Purpose more than two years before the
exhibition of Currengt^ I continue to work in a similar manner. I am still influenced by
academic lectures and research, the natural world, and travel, and I bring ideas and
experiences from these sources into my art and design work. This pattern is characteristic
of my undergraduate career as an art and design student; often, it is after beginning a
project or illustration that I realize the relation of it to a recent topic of study, a flower
seen the day before, or a weekend drive in the foothills of North Mississippi.
Currency stems from concepts about memory, imagery, perception, and aura addressed in
the class “English 498: Image, Text, and Technology” taught by Dr. Gregory Heyworth
at the University of Mississippi in spring 2011, from Exploratory Research on the
relationship between graphic design and architecture conducted in Belfast, Northern
Ireland, at the University of Ulster School of Art and Design, from Modern Art
movements and graphic design, and from experiences while traveling in Europe in 2010.
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Drawn to certain objects and imageiy, and interested in how visual memon’ transforms
in the mind over time, I developed my thesis as a process-based,  experimental, and
explorative project. As such, intangible ideas about time, memory, cphemcrality, and
underlying connection arc explored through wondrous subjects including carousels,
maypoles, animals, birthday cakes, clocks, and ballerinas. As Paul Klee wrote in the
Creative Credo of 1920, ‘Art does not reproduce the \isiblc; rather, it makes \isible. A
tendency toward the abstract is inherent in linear expression: graphic imagery being
In the same vein, Currency referencesconfined to outlines has a fairy-like quality...
the visible,” but is not a dc])iction of the \asible itself; rather, the purpose ol Currency




the seadragon in fig. 7 triggered the abstract seadragon illustration in fig. 8.1 his is not
'cprcsentational depiction ol the seadragon as photographed; it is an experiment in






Figure 7. Phxlhpten’x tiieniolnhLs. 2009.
Cieofgiii .\(|uariiim; Atlanta. Photograph
by author. Known as the eominon
seadragon or weedy seadragon, tliis
relati\r of the sea lu)ise prompted
the illustration in lig H. 1 he eur\’ed
body provides a base fi)r the delicate
I»-al'-like lobe extensions. Named for its
resemblanee to legendarv’ seadragons.
this small sea ereatnre provides a mystical
connection to the past.
Figure H. Weedv seadragon illustration. 201 1. Pen and ink on luiper bv author.
Inspired by the ethereal weedv seadragon. this illitstratioti began as representa
tional but ([uicklv diverged into an abstracted represenianon of the lairv-likc sea
ciViiture. The leardnip lobe extensions ot the weedv seadragon





Vov my Bachelor of Bine Arts I'hesis Bxhibiiion,  I propose to transform the back, right
corner of Galleiy 130 (see fig. 9) into an environment of wonder where viewers can expe¬
rience the energy and excitement of whimsical subjects altered by mcmoiy Influenced by
the use of vinyl decals in Environmental Graphic Design (EGD) (see figs. 10 and 11),
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Figure I 1 . Tate Modern Vinvl (irapliics.
Sonn e; Molmes Wood and ller/og iSc de Meiimn.
1 ate MtKlern Wavlnuling .iiul .Signage 1 .ontioii.
http; / / wwu.holnvs-u’ood.eom.
Figure 10. Keniish Fown I lealtli C-enne Wall (baphies.
.Source. Studio Myi'ismugh. Keniisli Fown Ileahli Centre.
IxtndoU. http://wu'w.suidioniyeisetmgli com.
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Original small-scale line illustrations wall be scanned into the computer and translated
into vector graphics suitable for manufacture as \anyl decals by a sign manufacturing
company. The graphics will be scaled and designed to properly fit the back right corner of
Gallery' 130 (hgs. 12 and 13).
4fd>' trci
● 4
Fi^iirr 12. Plan for l);u k \vi
●J 4637rnjl
111
●  1 :r Plan (1)1- right wall of (.'xliihition space. 201 1. Digital illustration h\- autlior.■tgurt
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If the decals cannot be manufactured for technical or other reasons, the project will
instead be realized as a large-scale drawing installation. Wall-size paper and graffiti
markers will be used to make the work based on the original design plans. Small-scale
illustrations will be digitally projected onto the large paper to serve as a guide for the
large-scale drawings. Cut outs and collage elements may be added to the work to increase
depth through layering.
OBJECTIVES
The purpose of Currency is to communicate the wonder and magic of a kaleidoscope
of subjects abstracted through a lens of time and memory. Influenced by theories and
practices in the up-and-coming field of EGD, Currency is designed to be an experiental
environment for the viewer. The objectives of the project are to communicate a sense of
wonder to the viewer through large-scale graphics and to design a spatial experience of
continual, winding movement, representing the constant transformation of memory and
subject matter in the mind, although they remain essentially the same.
BACKGROUND
As an art student at the University of Mississippi, my training in graphic design is heavily
based in fine art. Within the graphic design area of the University's Department of Art,
the skill of drawing is of equal or more importance than more obvious graphic design
skills such as layout or typography. This heirarchy of technical importance regardless of
creative field set the stage for my undergraduate career as a graphic design student, which
ultimately fed into my Bachelor of Fine Arts Thesis Exhibition Currency.
1
Fostering an environment where a graphic designer can be a printmaker and a painter
be a photography, the Department of Art also encouraged proficiency in more than
one area of specialization. Thus, although a Bachelor of Fine Arts student pursuing a
concentration in graphic design, I also developed skills in printmaking and photography.
This multidisciplinary approach to art and design nutured by the Department of Art
influenced my research interests and my mixed media approach to art and design.
can
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CHAPTER I — CONCEPTS ̂  IDEAS
WONDER
In the First Surrealist Manifesto Andre Breton (1924) wrote, “...my intention has been to
see that justice was done to that hatred of the marvelous which rages in certain men, that
ridicule under which they would like to crush it.” Calling for a resolution, he proclaimed,
“...the Marvelous is always beautiful, everything marvelous is beautiful. Nothing but the
Marvelous is beautiful.”
I view the world as place connected by small bits of wonder everywhere. Curiosities
abundant in both natural and man-made environments. As adults, we often belittle the
marvelous aspects that are very much a part of daily life; we are busy and preoccupied,
concerned with the next task rather than the present moment. We do not take time to
enjoy the small things that make life lovely. In order to avert these pitfalls of adulthood,
I maintain a collection of subjects - objects, photographs, magazine clippings - from
different times and places that represent marvels large and small. Some of these subjects
encountered by chance; others are sought out while traveling or attending an event.
are
are
My collection of whimsical curiosities (often in my possession only as an digital image
visual memory) serves as the raw material for my artistic production. Objects in the
collection include carousels (fig. 14), circus tents, Ferris wheels, ballerinas, celebratory
desserts, birthday cakes with piped icing and sparkling candles, phonographs, flowing
dresses, antiques, vintage horse show ribbons (fig. 15), coins, printed number sequences,
or
9
paper ephemera, clocks, golden lockets, crown jewels (fig. 16), precious gems, natural
stones, blooming and dead trees and flowers, brass buttons and cr>^stal doorknobs.
-
i
Figiirc 13. X’imagc horse show ribbons.
Source; "Sweet as Fie Set of Silk\'
.Mauve Horse Sliow Ribbons." 2009.
li.iner.son NIerriek. Brookivn. Etsv.eom.
Figiirc 16. Cnnvn with repealed motif
and curves. 2010. \’ietoria and Albert
Museum; I..ondon. Photograph by
autluir.
Figure 1-1. Feminine and ornate carousel in Bel.git'ni. 2010. Brussels, Photograph
bv author.
Antiques are collectable items valued for their age, rarity, and craftsmanship. Introduced
to antiques at a young age, my aflinitiy for the objects has only intensified over the years.
As a child, I often visited my grandparents who lived in the Louisiana countryside outside
of the rural town of Franklinton in Washington Parish. Right next to their 1920s home.
Vise Antiques on a huge concrete slab with alumninum roofingmy grandparents ran
and siding. Exploring “the shop” was a staple of my childhood, and I developed skills of
treasure finding early on.
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Antiques have an aura about them. The value of antiques contributes to this aura, as does
their unknown histones, which instill tlie objects with mysieiy and uniqueness. Original
may pass the objects down to their children or relatives, and tlie antiques continue
to s\\Ttch owners within the family for multiple generations. Howe\'er, the antique oudi\es
them all. In this \vay, antiques represent the wonder and mysteiy of the past. 1 hese odd
and old objects transcend time by bringing tlie past into the present. ̂ \ hile othei items
from the same time period are obsolete and forgotten, the antique lives on, as if chosen
by chance. Perhaps this abilitiy to approach eternity is part of their whimsical appeal (see
owners
figs. 1 7 and 18).
Kigurr 18. tldison "Home”
Phonograph. Model "1)' with
Cygnet Horn, 1909-
Source: Fhonophan.com.
Figure 17 Overflowing record pla\Tr. 2011. Pilot Precise \ a [)cn on paper hy author. Hus is
●xample of how antique iniageiy becomes the whimsical raw material for my work.an <
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Special cvcnis arc a catcgoiy within my collection of whimsical subject matter. An event is
defined as “something that occurs in a certain place during a particular intei'\'al of time ’
(“Event" def 1). fhe finite time period of an event contributes to its aura of wonder. In
particular, festivals, stale fairs, holiday celebrations, parades, and birthday parties seem
especially whimsical. Din'crcnt from ordinary experience, tliese events seem more magical
because they are uncommon. Decorations, traditional foods and desserts, fesdve costumes,
special activaties, gifts or prizes, and light displays often accompany special events and
contribute to their aura and ambiance.
Holidays, celebrations, and community festivals generally occur periodically. As such, tiiey
are often anticipated throughout the year, which adds to their excitement. 1 hese events
live in the mind as upcoming events or recent celebrations, augmented by photogiaphs,
ticket stubs, or trinkets. Similarly, festivals and spectacles experienced during childhood
live on in the mind through photographs (see fig. 19) and memories. In this way, memoi
connect the past and the present, the child and the adult.
*ies
C'.hilclliood Hirlhday Party. Pln)U).nrapli «>t aiidn)r.I-'iiriirc- 19
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MEMORY
Coniinually expanding and muddling with new experience, memories become elaborate
narraii\’cs in the mind. Original memories distort and change over time, and the \va>
memory exists in tlic present is its new reality, as real to the keeper of the memoiy as die
original occurrence.
' a
Memories arc translucent planes and lines that overlap and intersect foi ming complex
layers (see fig. 20) and unidentifiable structures in the mental landscape. The iranslucency
of aged memory intensifies the efi'ccts of overlap. Organic and amorphous, memories are
capable of transforming and intcruvining like long strands of sea kelp and of creating
infinitely more new memories through the overlay of their diffeient sections. Glimpses
of rcnection, shadow, and transparency in the tangible world provide a metaphor for the
cphcmcrality of mcmoiy and the new realities constructed in the mental landscape (sec
figs. 21 and 22).
. \
Fiijiirc '20. .\ mciaphor for mcnior\-. tionic (In)ss Smions.
(iourlt'sy of lultu ational rc’cluiolo,!^’ C'lraringhousc’.
Kii'inv 21. mi'iaphor for nu'num'. 2010. Jackson, Mis-
sissi|>[>i, I’lunoijrapli In aiilhor. Tree liraiu lics ,1110 i^lass








_● u liimsical coiK-oc-tions of the mind. 2011. Nasinillc, Tennessee. Photo-
■d brick building relleeting on interior design store window display.
Figure 22. -A photographic metaplmr lor inemor\' and tlic 
graph by author. The laycR'd. translucent image R-sulting from a ri
linear concept. It is interesting thatIn Western society, time is generally accepted
understand ume to be linear, capable of charted along a timeline, we keep
as a
though we
lime with circular clocks and watches. The hands of the clock continually follow the same
of twelve hours which stack up like discs on top of one
cyclic concept (see hgs. 23-26), one that continues
course, completing sequences
another. The clock presents time
to layer upon itself, to keep winding along
as a
a course.
not always stored as “linear,” chronologicalSimilarly, imagery, events, and experience
memories. Often, they are not even stored logically. Memories become more porous due
tellings of events, visual culture, and new experiences. As memories are in a





events l^ccome oddly connected in the incnta.1 landscape. Arbitrary bits oh inrorniaiion
dislodge from their sources and attach to other things equally
today becomes an uncertainty tomorrow. Memories become layered, blended, cut
through, and reassembled. Individual memories are subdi\'ided and reinteipreted as new
experience inteiA'cnes. 1 he subconscious juncture oh once distinct memoiies ci cates a new
playground of imagery and ideas in the mind.
arbitraiy. A certainty' as
[5'
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Fip;urc 25. 'I hc Clock Tower. 2010.
Diibnnnik. Piiotograph bv author.
Fij^ure 24. Rosette. 2010.
Dubro\ nik. Photograph by autiior.
DiNided like a doi k lace; represen
tative of cyclic time.
tigure 23. Saint Mark's Clock.
2010. Venice. Pholograj^li l>y
author.




Naiiirc senx's as a never-ending source of ideas, inspiration, and organic repetition that
informs my work (see figs. 27 -33). 'rhe varied repetition of natural form exemplifies
continual change and the perpetual continuance. Everything changes and everytliing
remains the same. 'Fhe beauty of this idea leads to an intricately connected universe
where everything is related.
Nature is relentless and eternal, but indi\'idual leaves and fiowers are ephemeral and
llceting. Patterns in nature can be obsci-ved on  a large and minute scale. As Hcniy Da\id
Thoreau describes in Walden, the lines of the landscape mimic tlic lines of the leaf (see
figs. 34 and 35). Studying the linear divisions of leaves, one can begin to grasp a sense of
something so basic it is profound. From skeletal trees and wildflowcrs to the open spaces
and the land in Mississippi, nature presents a host of magical subject matter.
i> ‘
i\
Kii'iiiT 27. Nntunil rcpciitum in dici-ry spring blooms. 2010. Bcllast. Pbotogmpli by
iiMiiior.
l-'iguri' 20. NiUiinil rc]iciiiion on
llu' I.a \iii (Irll'.'Xmorr overlooking
ihi Ligurian Sea. 2010 Riomag-
giore, hah Phoiograpii In aiilboi.
Hi
29. Magciua IhnvtTs (nx-rtaki’ a balcony. 2010. C'inquc Icrrc. Italy.
I’liotogra[>li l)y amiuir.




I'li'ini- SI. \\<)i)dl.uul tloiir pl.uus. 1:01 I. ()x(oni. rlioIt)j;ni]iliv liv aiiilior.
1
Figiiri’ S3. Xarii'd ri’pctition
Sycamore tree. l^Ol 1. Oxford, Mississijipi. Pliotograph !)>● amiior.
spherical pods and linear branccs of aMgurc 32. Interlocking geometric ctiliimns of \'olcanic
rock comrasi wiili the organic swirls (.if sea loam





Figure 3.0. I'lic lines of the landscape mimic tlie [oati
leaf 2010, Scottish Highlands. Fhotograph In .uilhoi Repciiium in
nature can he ohsenrd on a small atui large m ale
Figure 31. I'he lines o( tiie leaf mimic the lines of
tile landscape. 201 I . Oxliird, Mississippi. Fhotograph
h\- author. I land-pit keel collection ol dead lall leaves,
.irranged to suggest a (liiid motion.
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drawings in the air (see fig. 36). Tlie twisted branches of trees extend like
against the sk>- (sec fig. 37), intermingling and intersecting, transversing one another.
, leaves form masses of color in the air (see
fig. 38) or on the gronnd (sec fig. 39). Sometimes, tvhen walking under or drit-ing under
1 look up and sec a tree that looks almost as if it were an upside-down 013)^010.
IVccs arc line
rivers
While branches create repeated linear patter
ns
a tree,
Its branccs radiate from its trunk like ribbons, its linear extensions sway in die wind. I get
the sense that the tree could begin to spin from its central axis at any moment (see fig. 40).
'rhe repetition and motion obseiwable in trees is of a di\4ne order. The continuous limbs
of trees become canopies of lines in the sky.
. A
s
●ith the dark. Wfl tree trunks, looping vines form iiiack line illustrations against the stormy grey skT- '201 1Figure Sfi. logethcr w
W’hirpool trails; Oxford. Mississippi. Photograph by author.
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I
I'iiriiiv 'M\. 'icllow k-avos form color columns against the l>iuc
sk\’ and islands (d' yelkm' oit the gixnind. 2011. Oxford.
Mississippi- Pliotogniph h\- author.
Figure ‘M. While hark Syeanioir ire*-s hei ome white rivers
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I'igure 40. Fn>m helow, this tree looks as tliouglt it could hi--
gin to spin from its eeniral axis at any moment. 20 1  1 . ( )\k>rd.




Figure M). A ml eanojiy of lines and leaves. 20 1 1  . ( )xt<')rd,
Mississippi Flu ●logiaph hy author. ()\rord, Mississi|ipi. 201 I
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CHAPTER II — DEVELOPMENT
BELFAST
In 20) 1, 1 spent a semester studying abroad in Bellast, Northern Ireland. Cornimuing
to and from scliool each day, I walked through the city three miles in the morning and
three miles at midnight. Over the course of my six-month stay, 1 began to absorb the
and colors
atmosphere of the city. I became familiar with the buildings, trees, patterns,
of the city (sec fig. 41 43). I noticed minute changes in lighting conditions (figs. 44 and
45), weather (fig. 46), and seasons (figs 47 and 48). But aldiough I could identify these
outward changes in the city tliere was something not quite perceptible about the place
that intrigued me.
riu' «rc-at ol the L;um)n Builclint' ai (^urrii's L’ni\crsity Beltasi; nuKlrU-ciIdi^iire 1 1
alUM' (loiliic and 'liirior tnrdevial viniwisiiies, this mnmimoiiial simi'iiirc an insiaiu
aiillunity and presence'' (SleUdx, Latiiner. & I'A'ans 4). 1 he «i>lors (il the ivd hrii k and saiul-




-■-I ■■ uI ft1
l-'itriirr 12. HcHast Clity 1 lull and tin.- Hi’lt'asi W'lu-ol in the morning grey; a Idack and white scone with the river-like lines of the




Belfast ( at\' I I all illnniinated in warm lighting and the Bellasi Wheel sparkling in blue I .I'.l > lights. Iioth sei against die ink\Figure IB
midnight sks. and looking \'ery dineriniily than the inoiiiing vie\\ Hg. -12'. 2010 HeUasi Photograph hv anihor.
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I^ I j i) y ‘ *
I'iyiiti- -1 1. lic lt'aM Boumii (i.ircirns on a t>piral nicy day in tlic city. 2010. Belfast. Photograph by aullior.
.1
Ih'llast Botanit (iardens under a soft rainlmw sky. 2010. Belfa.si. Photograjjh author.1
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JL '
hail, rain, and snow, .ill in onr lunir. 2010. Belfast.l ii’urc l<i Bell.1st weather
I’liototir.ipli liv .tnthnr
Kipire -17. I'luni^h skeletons all winter, these trees greeted spring in full forre.
2010. Belfast. Pliot<igra|)lt hyatithor.
■After a seemingly endless wimei. flower petals litter theFigure 4K
eurhs. 2010. Belfast. I’hoiograph In ;uitlu»r.
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0\ c'r lime, 1 l)cgan lo recognize a theme of contradiction tliroughout the city. Examples
of ihc comraciiciions included die city's brand, the disparity between what one beard and
wliai one could see in ici'ins of liic 1 roubles, and the architectural friction bcuvecn new
and old, and sometimes, between progressi\T and decrepit.
The cily’s bubble-letler branding identity system seemed almost ironic, as it did not fit the
harsh overtones of historic conflict known about the city. The graphic identity labeled the
city, but did not identify it. lielfast is deeper than the "B” Heart logo assigned to the city.
'I’he gummy-like, heart shape of the letter “B” in the logo (sec fig. 49) did not seem to fit
the character of the people, who with their harsh Belfast city accents and black cloUies
worked hard, long days in the city. The logo colors spanned the gamut of the rainbow,
●edominant colors of the city were neutrals, red brick, grey, or the green ofoddly, as the pi
the surrounding hills in the spring and summer.
r
\
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I‘l. Il.'llasi Bniiitl (lolnr (iuiclciiix’s. Coimcsv of Belfast City Coimnl.
The iirolific amount of iirinled banners, signs, posters, and flyers with the logo only
deepened the irony, for six months, the main street of the city was rumpled concrete, loud
machines, neon orange vests, plastic fencing and caution signs. Attached to the oiangc
25
Icnccs around ilu* spi'awling consirucLion zone, bright green signs encouraged citizens to
B Patient" {se <■ liR. 50). In the midst of never-ending construction project, however, the
the consolation signage prt)grant had little elTect.
9 patient
we are improving our city
"B Baticnt" sijjn. 2010.l-'inurc ;')0.
IMuuni’r.ijih by .uillior
A contradiction l:)ctween what one heard and what one saw also existed in the city,
d’hough the dVoLiblcs ended ollicially in the late 1990s, the city is still fairly dmded
along political and religious lines. Protestants and Catholics continue to live in separate
neighbors, to identify with dilTereni political entities (see fig. 51), and to attend different
schools. 'Though many citizens say the past is histoi'y, the city walls, or peace lines (see figs.















i\ *Vfe. ● ●
Mj'uiv :">3. Detail and signatures. Belfast Peace Wall. 2010.
Belfast. Plunojjrapli by author.
Fimiii- ')'J. Hcllast Pc.uc W'.tll. JHlO. Belfast- l’hotoRra|>h
l)\' aut111 ir
Fimire ;') 1. licltasi Wall aloiu* ( 'u[)ar Sirei-i, West Belfa.st; separating j'tart of the Catholic Falls and the Protestant Sliankill. 2010.





I'Ister DeU nce Associatioti {l'DA)/L’lster Freedom Fighters (CF'F''F'igiin-





Jnld. Hcll.i'i, niiuni;r.ii)li l>\ .uiltmr.
The conslrasi l)ci\vecn "old" and "new;" or somcLimes more accurately, “decrepit” and
“progressive," could be ohsen’ed in the architecture throughout the city. Open businesses
stood adjacent to abandoned buildings wdth broken wandow'S (see figs. 57 and 58). Lively
shops on one street turned into deserted, boarded store fronts on the next (see fig. 59).






[●igiiri- ;')d. I'lv posters plat ed on an aljandoncd biiildint? fayade. 2010. Belfast.
I’linto.i^raph h\’ antlior.
Meanwhile, displaying ihe contrast between old and new, historic structures such as the
Belfast Botanic Ciardens Palm House designed by Charles Lanyon (see fig. 60) accompany
newer architectural projects such as the contemporary the Victoria Square shopping
center (sec fig. 61). Even the art school at the University of Ulster exemplified the contrast
between new and old architecture. Divided definitively by a busy street and connected
29
merely !:)>● a sks'walk. ihe newly reno\ aied design wing of die school remained separated
i'rom the old an building, \s hieh housed the line arts. Full of glass rooms o\'erlooking liie
cilv, the design wing lowered o\ er the while-washed brick building on the other side of
ihe street. Fhe eonirasis, roniradiciions, and changes I obsened while living in Belfast
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CURRENCY
The fluid and \\ inding inou-nu'uis associated with the words "cuiTcnt and currency
' a starting oil point for the eoneejjts and stylistic rendition of Currency the exhibition,
(airnaits and currencN' ehanu;e constantly, but continue to flow. A current is sometliing
that is continuous and constantK' ino\ing. I he idea of a current lends to flowing
movement that achiews a sort of' rhythm, or characteristically varied movement. The
" lends itself' to main' ideas and meanings that all relate back to tlie idea
were
word “currenc\’
of a fluid nuA’cment. I he eonnotation of "currency is not that of a stiaight line,
undetermined
alii associated with the idea of
Currency brings to mind something that is winding and coursing i
this winding
n an
but flttid wav , cun'ilinear p
i
. This moxement
is vital to my thesis (see fig. 62).currency
continually on my mind as I used
dcN-ices and as the currency exchange
;ul(lili(}ii, the current alTaivs ol
the United States were focused on the economic crisis and
While studying abroad, currents and ctirrency were
adaptors and convenors Vov all my electronic
between vV\e dollar and the pound was daily necessity. In
the time in both belfasl and in
the global bailout more currency.
' circulation of currency and the flow of a current
different but etmylogically related
for electrical current, and the variety
'I’hc similarity between the “flow'
sparked experimental illustrations combining the two
words. The constant use of adaptors and convertors
of cords, plugs, and outlets needed to perform simple tasks like charging one s computei
living abroad fueled the idea. Winding cords and the difference in headng systems
between the United Stales and Northern Ireland were explored through illustiatiou.
(Jombining ideas of circuits, interconneetivity, river currents, ocean currents, the flow of
oi
■M
. Illustration by author.
Figure i'i'2. A winding and fluid early Curretuy illustration. 2010. Pilot Precise pen on paper.
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money, electric wires and outlets, being “plugged-in”, and cross-Atlantic communication,
I made “running", “Huid", and “flowing" ink illustrations that addressed the topic (see
fig. 63). In the drawings, typographic currency symbols turned into winding rivers (see fig.
inding through tlie city while walking each day reinforced64). My physical mox ement w i
the type of mo\ement used to depict the concept.
of wonder unites the
In Currency the exhibition, an underlying current or “currency
subjects. 'liiis connection is the wiiimsicality, tlie ephemerality, and the perpetual winding
movement that unites the carousels, maypoles, creatures, and numbers; the past and the
present in memory; and organic forms and processes in nature. This concept is translated
into the drawings as fluid, ribbon-like lines.




l-'imiri' f-l. (■unruty ri\fi- illnstiiuinii. 2010. I'ilni I’u-i isi- \Ti pni on piip'
FOUND OBJECTS
'I’lu* ()l)jc’l in)ii\ r, or touiul ohjci i, is ilir 20ih miiury term given lo manmade and
natural oi)jcrls emhrarrd as raw an inau-rials or works of an in their own right (“Objet
trouve" (ief. 1 . Found obji-rts represeni tlu' wtmder of reality through the surprise and
unexpected nature of their diseox'erv. 1 collect lost jeweln; coins, trinkets, notes, and
colorlul bits of material dial 1 iind on the ground ̂ see hgs. 6f) 68V 1 he small found
illection are trinkets that re]iresent the little surprises of eveiyday life.objects in my c(
rigurc I).'). IV'isim.il mllcciioM nt small [ouiul ohjeas. ‘201 1. I’iKitosraph by amhor.
I’ri son.il i 111 Id lion ol Ml mil louml nli)d is in i^lass ijlobrs. 201 I . [’hmograpli In author.I’liiiii'i' fit)
S5











[●'i^nri' OH. I'dimd lies in v;im'. JOl I . I’linloj^rapli In' .nitlinr.
Fanlastic creature shapes can he seen in a variety of found objects, ranging from shadows
to beer foam (figs. 69 and 70) it) shapes on the ground (see fig. 71). These shapes often find
their way into my work. Figure 72 shows a small sculpture I made from a found gold hoop
earring and a broken camera. I savaged the camera originally to make use of the buttons
M)
and lypotrraidiif svinhols. l'])on laking- il ajjari. however, I found creaiure-like shapes
inside. The lont^-nosed erealure in the middle of the hoop was found in die lens of the
camera. The small black t^ean the i^;old circle, and the white ciirle were also found inside
the camera.
-
l'i)»uiv 70. Girall'c bird crc.uiiR'. 2010. Beer tbani on plastic.
Galwav. Ireland. Phoiopraph bvauibor.
Fi^ire <)‘V I’llepliaut i reatiirr. 201 i . Beer toain on ,i;lasN.




Figure 72. Creature. 2011. Small seuipture made from
recveled camera [laris and a gold hoop earring. Pliotograph
In' author.
Figiin- 71- Bird ercauire. 2010. Fine straw in concrete hole.
Mijet, Croatia. FImiograph By author.
TRAVELING
visual'J raveling in Europe while studying abroad in 2010 significantly expanded my
vocabulary in terms of landscape (see figs. 73 77), architecture (see figs. 78 '81), and
37
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[●'imirc 77. Rose gar<lciis m \'icnn.i '.'iMO X'lniti.i l’lnni)gtapl> In aiiilior.
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l-'igur«' 70. ( Hock aiul .U( lies. 'JO 1 (1. X'itoiu. l’hoioi;rapli h\
author. Ii I1
1
laijuiv 00. Archiu'cuiral inoiiC di’iail; inlln*
I'mni (iu- scrolls, animals, and
2010. Wrona. I’hotograph by auibor.
nuT comes
curves. .







an. lairopi' is a niau:iral ])laic. irt'min.u; wiili hisioric buildings, established cultures and
fcsii\’als. IVa\ (din<j: in I'airojn- in 2010. 1 eiu ()uniered an abundance of Christmas markets,
'Iclu aiinns, and sununcr icsii\als (sec figs. 82 and 83). The presence of















l  i^mr H!I A \\ .n ini> and sumniiulin,i> birds sci the siago for liic oity'i
I n. Dnlinanik. I’lioinmapli In auliior.
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ADVANCED PRINTALAKING
Animal-lik(‘ crcaiuivs Invanu- ilir suh)oi ts of my prints and mixed media pieces upon
returning from suul\- abroad. ()\ er time, the creatures became mom absii'acied and were
or intuiiiw way. The iirocess involved drawing organic
.shapes liiai lit into euiA'es ol atijaecait shapes, then finding the creatui'cs and animal forms
in the freelv drawn illustration.
drawn in a more “autoinatie
(AcK aiux'd Priniinaking Statement; written December 8, 2010)
Mv work in Advanced Priiumaking from this semester is focused around the croa-
tures that fill my sketchbooks and are created Irom the spontaneous mo\enient of
my p(‘n on paj)er. ! lu‘ forms I draw are bectuning increasingly creature-like. Aftei
I draw a sliape, a creature presents itself to me, and 1 simply fill in tlie spaces widi
, or needed line detail to define diflerent aspects of the creature s body, \\oiking
with serigraphy as tiie printing method to translate pen drawings into prints, I often
u.scd single colors to print the aiistracl forms created by lines onto neuti'al coloied
papers (see ligs. 84 and 85). The resulting images were interesting and graphic, yet
ing siiapes from one print and layering different colored and
different designs underneath the rento\’ed shape,  1 began to add depth to the silk-
screen prints (.see ligs. 86 87).
eyes




Kimirr M"). I’en/ilr nni/ Ainnuil
author.
l’ii;uiv ik>. Cimi Crrtthirf idlh Mogfnta Suids. 2010.
.\li\rci im-dia prim by author.
l-'il(tirc H7. }rl/oir ami Hhu Cuvluir 2010 llhi>ii.ui<m hv .uillior.
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NEW TECHNIQUES AND PROCESSES
0\cr iIk' luo-war ihrsis pmct'ss. siL^nifii aiu (Irwlopmonis in technique and style include
a icnclcncv lo draw or "auiomaiii allv,” increased abstraction and stylization of line
drawinirs see ll^s. Hb and . p.iper culling and layering of prints to create areas with
more clepdi, coloring si’ciions of black line drawings with solid color (see fig. 90), working
w'ilh p(“n and ink. intuiii\cK drawing in combination wilh mom representational drawing
(sec figs. !) 1 and . and uldinauiy working larger and with new mateiials {sec fig. 93).
►
Figun' 89. Eye I. 2011. Pilot Precise
pen on paper by author.
Fiifiire 90. Black line "i" drawing
with solid (ill colors. 2010. Di.giial
illustraiion hv author.
Ingoif MB, III l/ii (,'ni II' /ml 2Ml ! Ink |n
I’'i^urr9l. Hultenmi, ()it><inii horms, and \umbns /. 2011. Piloi Precise'\’.T pen on paper by author.
A spontaneous illustration with shapes iesemhlint» small found ohjeets and plant-like forms.
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l-'i^iirc ‘C.!. Uiilli iwii. < >i^iiiih <inil J .’H 1 1 I'llni i’lvi isc V‘i [irn on p.ipcr hv author,
(liiiuini’ in < onilun.iiion with inou- ir|)U'si'ni.uion.il ih.iwiiu;,
I
'I P liiillmiKi ond ('iriitimw. ‘JOI I (Ih.miml, iun’lii' ink. and anylu' paint on paper
In aiii lii'i I 'tisi w.ill-M/i ali'ttau <liav\int>.
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CHAPTER III — INFLUENCE
Two years bel'ore my thesis exhibition, I reseairhcd the relationship between graphic
design and architeetnre while studying abroad in Belfast, Northern Ireland. The research
led me to the held ol' IXdX the design diseipline dial exists “at the intersection of
communication design and the built environment
exhibition design, and corporate lobby design are all examples of EGD applications. In
particular, the use of' \ inyl deciil graphics, prolific in EGD, caught my attention. This
research began the pn^cess of research and development for the exhibition Curmg. In
addition to E(iD, Currency is iiinuenced by Modern Ait, in pai'ticular, contemporary
graphic design. Surrealism, and (German Expressionism.
(“What is EGD?”). Graphic facades,
ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHIC DESIGN
EGD is a multi-disciplinary held that brings together designers from an array of
disciplines including graphic design, architecture, interior design, product design, and
digital media to work collaboratively on the design of environments. EGD practitioners
focus on the “visual aspects of wayhnding, communicating identity and information, and
shaping the idea of place” in order to develop “visually unified graphic communication
system[s] for.. .given site[s| within the built environment” (Calori). Examples of EGD
projects include signage design (see figs. 94 96), retail store and showroom design, trade









I'iC'iir ‘●fv IViision A^n●a backlit yijnai’e. 2010. Mciinn.
l’iioioi;t apli liv aiilhor.
I'it'Utr ‘1-1 \'irm,., I,|,„ k Min; ,|.
I’lmtdi'iapli h\ .uitli I ii
Jl I ! 1 ' \ II MM.I.  .1, 'u;n.u;'
if^r
4 J. \
TT?4 l''iij\nv 97. Souivc: Mauk Dcsijiii Mdeogtimc Exhibits.





Ingurc- 9(). 'I'lin-e-ilimcnsion.d suen ii(i(iirss iiinuiiv ^igna^l'
2010. Dublin. l’li<itoi’i'a|)li l)\ .nitlnir.
In VX'AX visual comnuinication design strategies are used to develop commincation
messages within the built em'ironinent. FraeLitioners in the field use words, letters, colors
and graphics in three-dimensional, phyisieal environments in order to communicate
>
.specific mt'ssages to a given audience. I’he famous KGD practitioner Reudi Baui
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founder ol' ihr lniru;ral ronrcpi. explains (hai i^raj^hic designers working in ihe field of
EGD undersiaiui dial “anyihing c an he a form of visual communicaiion,” and tliere
is no reason lo noi exjilore die “n.uural oiVshoois of a single domain” (Brawnstein). By
approaching (●nx immneni design as a graphic coinniunication pmjeet, EGD practitioners
move graphic design otV die page and inio die din'c-dimensional world.
Existing at the inua seciion of \ isual communication design and the built cmironmeni,
ECjD is the "uliiniati- lu hi id. . .oi design” ,LoriMu\ Skolnick. & Beiger; Calori, 14k More
than mer(4y aiiac liing a logo to a Iniilding. IXiO practitioners develop integrated design
systems that coniinunicati* ideiitii\ and information through the elements within the
built enviromneni. 'I’he cxhihiiion design i'or the BMW Corporate Museum in Munich
echoes this idea, as ilu' cU'sign ri‘interaies the brand's underlying communication message




99. BMW Corporate Museum cxliibition design and
signage. 2010. Munidi. Photograph l)v author.
I●'igu^● 9B BMW (iotinuaic' Museum e\liil)ition ilesign
2010. Mimieli. rii()ii)gia[)h In' aiiiluu.
'I'hc signa«;i‘ for Pai k (iucll in HarrrU)na. also I'xcmplifios ihc mission of EGD. as il blends
wiih ihr j)ark surmmulinu;s and rtMiifou'es die siylisdc clomonis of Gaudi's design, keeping




l-'inuri' lOI I'.irk CmicII Ih-iicIu’s. ‘2010.
H.m cloii.i. l’hoinj;r.ipli l)V .uitlior.H.ii 1' 1 I 'In di t .t| th In .lulln wI M
In retail store' ('m'ironnu'ius, fXil) is used as an innovaiiw marketing strategy^ in the
development ol e\j)('i ic'nlial em ironments with underlying brand messages (Rosendial
& Seppi). As Ron Poinpei, Cf'X) and ereatiw director of Pompei A.D. states, ‘the spatial
experience should be transformative' because stores impact visitors on emotional levels
(Feigenbaum). Ivxamples of fXil) in store design include interiors, showrooms, and
window displays.
visual extravaganzaAnthropologic, a retail store for women ages 18 80, is designed as a
tailored to” its particular location (Ryan). Anthropologic is “all about visual detail.
a theme clear to tlie visitor through the large in-store installations made from large
quantities of repurposed materials (Ryan). Antiques and found objects are interspersed
with new merchandise, creating a plethora ol' visual stimuli diat will keep the shopper
occupied for hours (see (igs. 102 and 103).
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1 miiiv lllv Amlmipi'loiiio sum'drsijpi.
S.umc. R\.in.John. ".Xiulnvpologii'.
I.oikIhii ” X'i'U.il NlnvIundisiiiR and
SuMv Di 'ijin. S I Media tlrvuip InUTii.i-
uon.d. 20l'J. w\\A\.\in>d.com
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Urban Ouiliiicis siort's, sistri- sioivs of Amhro])oloo;ic, arc designed lo appeal to die
iu i“ ihmugii inieriors eonstriicted willi a diversity of materials.
cli\ ers(‘ materials, textures, patterns and colors, an ecleede mix of
found objects and unexpected grouidngs,' li\'ing up to their “culture of repurpose and
(Fcigenbauni). I’ig. lOd shows an interior wall design application of EGD at the
Urban Outfitters retail sitire in Victoria Sejuare in Belfast, Northern Ireland.
complex naUu'c of experie
d'hc store hadebrat es
5^reuse
,ill licsiiTM iippluatiDii ol Klil) ill rrliiin Outfitters, 2010. VictorialiijuK M) I , l iiiniDi w
Sipiiirr, Hclt.isi I’hnlDt'iapli l>\ iuillioi
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’riic l^oundarirs hciwccn K( il) and insiallaiion an arc ofion diiriciik to determine. Retail
store installations, w indow disj)la\' insiallaiions. and public art installations toe the line
l)ctwccn IXiI) and installation .in. I'or example, lor a \alcntino's Day-themed window
display, Louis \ uitton on ( !hamps-1 ,K sees m Paris j^resented a ieslive display of larger-
than-life [)ink aiul red eellophane letter balloons with giant satin ribbons extending horn























7 Vi>.»k I./ iL^. alii
I.oiun \ iiiiinii uindou insuillaiioii 2010. t'liaiups-riysi'cs:  Paris. Phoiograph ItyI'iyur.' 10.^
aiitlii >1
Lcilcrs usc'd in ihc hallnon houqiici dcriwcl from ihc bi'and name, but jumbled
in the air lo rrriUc a mcssaiic sonu'wliere b('i\veen “!o\’o vou
though the letUTs “c" and *‘\ " \Ncre nni j)n'sent. vSophislicaied geometric cladding seized
see lig. UHV'. U\- relleciing the sunx)undings of
the Chanips-ldysees. die sliek gl.iss addi-d depth and complexity lo the window display.
By evoking the hixur\. (|iialii\. and larger-than-life nature of the Louis Wiitlon brand,
the window display lullilled not onl\ re(|uirianetu of \ isual intrigue, but also an EGD
requirement ol coninunm ating lo an audienee through a built environment.
and "Ixmis \ uiiion.
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Mike IVrrv is cnnuMiiporar\ illusiraior and graphic designer. He is kno\Mi for his hand-
drawn iNpograpln and illusirations. He illusiraiions ficiional towns of buildings, trees,
and odd inliabiiams w iih simple shaj)es and repetition, and often uses black lines as
outlines wliicli he lills in with solid color. In his 2010 Toms ShoesHolido}' Campaign (see fig.
107) illustration, huilding-s ha\ e eyes, a star shoots from a red house, and a paper chain
is lowered clown a chimney by a linger extending from a hand coming out of a giant
giftbox. Perry explains of' the illustration that Ibms commissioned me to explore a
holiday world lull of color, love, trees, jiresents. and who knows’’ (Perry). His spontaneous
and energetic approach to design and illustration can be seen in his commeirial and
personal projects (sei* fig. lOP for a non-commercial project). Treating amthing
surface for graj)hic illustration. Pern- designs CNCiylliing from i-shirts to posters to chairs.


















risuic I OK. Pern; Mike, Uk Cladimk. 2010. Color pencil on p.ipcr.
Source: IVrrv; Mike. "I-ikc Clock'vvork.' Mikf Pmy Sttulio. Mike 1 urv,
17 Octniver 2010. Copv-righi O 2012 Mike Perry.
<tiup://vnw.mikeperrys!udio.eom>.
wmm
Figure 107. IVti'v. Miki- /onn SIhm\ l/nlular
2010. Siiiir<<': 1’i'ti‘v. Mike ” linns-SIkicv llnlidav
Campaign " Aldr 1‘nrr Slutlio Miki iVrry. I.S l)i-




For the Surrealists, “nature.. .oirered a store of ideas, forms and motifs” art (Wood,
12). Surrealism “borrow |ed| from disparate subjective associadons” and made use of
the “found object (the fusion of materitil reality, chance and the unconscious)” (12).
The artists and j^oets associated with the movement relied on “automadc techniques
that explored chance j^rocesses" (12). Fhe w^ork of Surrealists featuring “cuiAolinear
biomorphic forms re.sembling plants or amoeba” led to Biomorphism, which became a
formal “organic form language” (12).
In the First Surrealist Manifesto, Andre Breton (1924) wrote, “I believe in the future
outw ardly so contradictory - w'hich are dream and reality,
into a sort of absolute reality, a surrealily, so to speak.” The “automatic” drawing process
associated with Surrealism is a method used to unite these two states. The interplay of
resolution of these two states
chance and human input (and to some extent, human control) leads to the realization of
gical” work. Maybe this type of work, where process so emphasizes the element
reality” tlian a w'ork tliat is meticulously planned and executed. The
more natural
more ma
of chance, is nearer
elements of chance and intuition fostered by the “automatic” process seem
than planned mark making.
Continuing in the First Surrealist Manifesto, Breton laments the vogue of “absolute
rationalism” that assigns rules “even to experience.” He writes that “in the guise of
civilization, under the pretext of progress,” society has “dismiss[ed]...anything...regarded
as superstition or myth.” Breton recognizes Freud as the savior of “the explorer of the
human mind,” as Freudian theory “empower[s]” the “explorer” “to deal with more than
merely summary realities.”
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Joan Mii'6 was a S])anisli paiiuon prinmiakfi; aiicl sculptor who praciiced Surrealist
techniques heirinnin^ in ihe earl\ 1 ̂ )20s in Paris (AValdbcrg). The simple palette, flat color
fields, curvilinear fonns. and ainehie shapes of Miro\s work suggest oi-ganic subject matter
and whimsical ])la\. lma^in.ir\- and magical {puilities are evoked by Miro’s paintings,
scLilinures see tigs. 10*) and 1 10. and i)rints. In addition to the Catalan counti^side,
plants, insects. |and| simple forms of life" as well as "the stars, sun, moon and sea” all
became jiari of MinVs uiu k "'Phi' Colleciion"V (’hildhood memoiies and thoughts of
the countlA side in ih(‘ low n wlu'ri' Mird grew up led him into a series of works using
























10‘I Mir<i, |().iii. /Yiiiiiii Ilium ihiniii
Hw!). I'Kifi. Hnin/f. Miis<‘o N.uional
<!<' Afir Rfin.i Snti.i. M.uli'id,
IMiutnyr.ipli l>v aiilliur.
I llV Miro.Joan and Gardy Artigas.
Ihnu I Ocell (\\\mm ml Hinl). 1982. Mixed media
si'nlpiurc. jtian Mird Park, Barcelona. Plimograph
l>v auitior.
Miro’s “Dream Paintings" number over one hundred works produced from 1924-1928.
These works are rccogni/ahle by stylized objects painted carefree on a fiat color field,
arc surprising at first encounter. Viewed only on the
screen or in a book, one oxjiecls his creaUire-like paintings to be small and intimate. The
'The scales of the “Dream Paintings
.')7
large j)ainiings conimaiul a prest'nco oT iinpoi‘iance and significance and draw tlie \dewer
in lo lake a eloser look.
i\4an u'lth Pifw is an (‘xam]>le ol a di\*ain ])ainiing by Miro (^scc fig. 1 I 1). At almost 4x5’
(45x57.5'’) ibis \s'ork prc'seuis a larger ihan life size crcauiro-likc figure to ihc viewer
(see fig. 1 12). 1 )e\-elopt‘cl during 1 ^VJ5, this oil painting shows a milky white figure on a
translueeni ])ale hluc* bac kground. An organic shape forms the figure of the man. Ihe
ethereal cjualiiy of' this ]->aiming is e\-okecl through the cuivilincar lines, tlie moonlike













Kisiur 112. Sc-ntcof Mir6‘s.\/rtnir(7A/^>rm
ilu- Musi-o Nacional Centro de Arte Rcina
Sofia. Barcelona, 2010. Photograph by author.
I' i.i'urc 1 I I . Sc )i I tec: M i i i _ J< i.in. .\/nn irilli l\jn . 10
M usco .\’a< i( mill ( Iciil r< ● <lc .Ai'tr Rr iii.i Sofia. B. me Iona.
(AS 1 1 (lOB I- I utp: / / www. niuM‘1 errinase >1 ia.es/iiulex. hi mi.
7. Oil.
CJonslellations” is the name of' a series of paintings Miro developed from 1940"1941
(“4'he CJollection”). With the chaos of' the surrounding environment due to the outbieak
of the Second World War, Miro began these introspective gouache paintings on paper.
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I'hc stars and the skv wtav inij)onani in ilu* clcvclopmcni of these works, as tlie "m^Tiad
celestial siirns" reside next in lis^ures representing earth (Fundaciojoan Miro). Constellation:
Toward the Rainlurw shown in lig. 1 1 a is one painting from Miro's “Constellations” series.
● X
l'u;mr I I V Soiini' Mim, Ju.m. Con.slellatwn: 'lotainl ihr Rambou.
1 '11 1 . (inn.IIIIV .mii ml w.I'll on p.ipn, I'liv Mvimpi)lii;ui Mmcuin
it Al l. \i'\i Milk. J.mpir'. .mil N.itasli.i Gvlinaii Cnllaaiim. 1998
1 '1't‘l l(,:l "iS '..’(Ml Riiiliis Soi'iviy (ARS\ Ni'w York.
WW W nu'iimisriim nii;.
'Though Miro never formally join the Surrealist group, he practiced many of the
Surrealist ap])roaches to art making including “automatic” drawing, an aim to express
the unconsciou.s, and a close connection to nature (“The Collection”). The sky and the
constellations were very ini])ortant imagery for Miro’s works. In his “Constellations
refer[encing]...the eardimyriad celestial signs” mix with
(Fundacio joan Miro). The “rhythmic reiteration” of Miro’s paintings achieves a
ethereal figuressenes,
dynamic eflect” (Fundacio Joan Miro).
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Women ami Bird in (he .\iiiht (●\fm|)lil'u's MiixVs cliamcicrisuc a ‘'graphic style” and “rounded
forms" oI iIk' see lig. 1 1 1 . Ke\ lo ihesc iconic works arc the “color masses...
contrasieci with liiu“ draw ing" f'uiulaciojoan Miro). Tcaiured on a neuti'al background,
Miro's elemenis from ihe mid-1 H lOs include dots, colored shapes, black lines, black
shapes, and ereseenis. The nearly Hal l)ackground of this paiming scives as stable
backgrounds i’or siraiegieally j:)laeed dots and lines. Intersecting lines and dots form new
shapes, where solid colors are used to define triangles, crescents, and otJier shapes.
A
1 11. Siuin<- Mild. |o.iii Whiiuvi tvui Biiil in the 1944. Goiuichc on
< .im.i' i li«- Mi-irnj'iilii.in MiiM'utn ol Art. New M>rk. J.u'qucs and Natiisha
(iclm.in (inllrt ii-m. 'JOI l .\nisi> Scx'iflv ,.'\RS'. New York, ww'vv.
im iniiiM-mn mi;.
GERMAN EXPRESSIONISM — ERNST LUD WIG KIRCHNER
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner was a Cierman Expressionist painter, printmaker, and sculptor.
He led the expressionist group Die Briicke (The Bridge) and li\'ed in Dresden and Berlin.
Kirchner’s mystical female portraits are often depicted in natural settings. The angular
stylized portraits and the suggestions of landscape and forest rely on expression to evoke
emotion. Kireliner’s use of expressive strokes, severe marks, and intense, saturated color
are iconic of the artist. Intense emotion and bold expression make his work a stark
expression of reality (see fig. 11 His confidence in painting led to uninhibited strokes.
()0
''iiiiiii' Klu liner. l'.ni>t [.luiwij’. l-)nu;i in
fii'/; ,i; ti ( ii’-.iil I J’ uui I 'Ml'. Oil nn e.mvas. '.00*' i'' Miisi’o
I In M-eii Koi iirini'/.i, .M.uii ici Imp;//wuAv.iiiiiM'othwcii,
hmiie !
''U
MagclaK'na Morllrr. ilu“ Diirrior ol' ihc Briickc-Muscum, explains lhal ihe German
Expressionists look(‘d "lor ilie mystery hidden behind ihe external form” and for “the soul
:xl the inner emotional trutliof things" (eVliall 3). (Jernian I'Apressionisls'wanted to
of objects, ])C()])le and experience" (3). "It was the Expressionists’ aim to communicate a
rcvce
deepened expre.ssion of their sul)jects' essence" (3).
My work is related to l\xi)ressionism through the drawing process. Small-scale drawings
arc created through sjxontaneous proces.s and expression. Original drawings are made in
the fluid media of ink. Though 1 find it difTicult to express in words tlie sense of wonder
and beauty that I [xerceive in certain objects, imagery, and events, I am able to express it
more accurately in lines made from fluid, black ink.
bl
When I draw, I understand the rliylhm and the movement of the ink, and I understand
what I am doin^. I do not |n e-plan images and I do not make preliminary drawings. The
success of my work and drawings lies in the execution of smooth and continuous line,
confidently drawn without strict contemplation of final product or the degree of realism
achiev ed. If I ti*\ to loutrol m\ draw ing, restricting the intuitive movement of my pen, it
will fail.
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CHAPTER rv — PRODUCTION ANALYSIS
PROCESS
Small -sc alf '’aiuoniaur" liiu“ clrawin.i^s in ink arc iranslaicd imo lai*ge-scale wall graphics.
'I'hc small-scale illusiraiions arc scanned iiUo ihc coinpmcr and medculously converted to
bilmaj) file i'ormais in order to 1)(' manui'aclurcd as large-scale \inyl wall decals llirough a
laser cutting process. I)iu‘ to the linancial constraints of the project, however, the work is
rcali/.(‘d as a i'ull-sc ale. hand-drawn \ ersion of the onginal vinyl decal design.
)
Step One
“Automatic" ch awings arc' made on sketchbook paper or Bristol board (see figs. 116-117).
Materials used foi' original illustrations include Canson 400 Series 11x14” sketchbooks,
Smooth WhiU' Bristol Board, Bb'K Riws paper, Pilot V5 Precise Pens (Black), Speedball
Lettering Pen Nibs (B-1, B-4. B-5), and Higgins Waterproof India Ink (Black).
1 17. Cnlmiaraffi. 2011, IVn and ink on Rim Bl-K
hv .iiiiliof. J)imonsions: 30x22"'.
1-
1 1x1 11 )mi<'nsiiiiis
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Step Two'
Original illusiraiions arc s( aimed inin die conipulcr using a flatbed scanner. Digital
scanning creates a dear digital image. Because the original illustrations are drawn on
paper, scanning is also ju .u tical method for digital translation. If the drawing is larger
than the scanner bed. the illustration is .scanned in sections and then sdtehed together
in Adobe Photoshop. Illustrations are scanned at 300 dpi/24-bit color using an Epson
flatbed .scanner and sawd as TIFF hies.
Next, the scanned image is pre|iared for conversion into a vector-based digital file format.
The steps are a series ol' meticulous editing and com erting processes performed in
Adobe Photoshoj) and Adobe Illustrator. Images are edited at full zoom and often on an
individual pixel basis.
Using Adobe Photoshop, the quality of the scanned image is examined. Excess
information is remo\ ed I'rom the scanned image (specks of dust, etc.). The background is
removed from the scanned image leaving a line illustration on a transparent background.
The resulting image file maintains the original light and dark variations of the pen ink
and the photographic representation of varied depression in the paper due to varied pen
pressure.
Step Three
Next, the files are prepared for more accurate translation into a vector illustration.
Adobe Photoshop is used to burn and erase certain parts of the line illustration without
sacrificing original line variation and quality. Avoiding edges that are too soft (fuzzy)
Step.s Two I'our were tompleiccl in order lo have the large-scale vinyl decal produced. Though the
decals were not realized, the files are ready for manufacture.
1
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krs. 1 cilioiis ciliiiiii; ami miiuiU' alUTaiions lead loor loo liard )ai'i'< <l < n j)i\rlairt
prcsciA'ecl hue (jiialiu ami miIuI t nloi lines.
Step Four
riu* final strj) is i he- » < in\ m smn * >1 i hr »h^iia! unaiic into a we tor fiU's usintj; Aili'lu'
1 ai e" linu lion are tweaked aeeonlin^ to the i>i\en
illusiraiinii. ()m e the ‘ I .i \ <● 1 1 a* <● ' tniu tion is perlonned. the rc’suliiiw^; veetor illusiration
is lurdier edited. Vet tor points and am hors are inanualK eonwrietl at lull /.ooni. Properly
convertini^ seaniied iniai;es is inipoi tani loi the iranslalii>n into hii;h tjiialiiy prim and
manulaelured j)rodm ts. I he result is the iianslation of an orit^inal hlaek ink illustration
e opiinii/etl liu inanulaeture and juoduetion not onlv tor \invl deeal
Illustrator. Sett it 114s |i n i he " I .i \ e
\C( l( )tinto a climt;
la.scr cuUiiyi^. hut also liir a \ ariet\ oT tuher media. ranoitt.U troni silksereened t-slurts to




ini;ni.il Iil.m Itii ^l(I' u ,tll ol I'xinhitioii sp.uc I’lH I ioiU'l mlI’i^iiK I I H 11,ill M/r null k ii|
I M| II I I 'III il I >i;i ,i| ill 1 1\ ,111111< II
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Step Five (sec iigs. 119-130)
'I’hc largc-sralr draw iiii; install.uion jjmdm cd over a j^eriod of iwo weeks using a
variely ol media, liiidallx drawn on Sa\ai;e Wuk'ione Seamless Haekground Paper(107
X 12yds. U I Sujx r Wliiie . las ei ing. os'erlapping. pasting, and euuing are added to cix'aie
depth. Materials im hide i>i.dliti paint ni.irkers. grathii ink markers, gold leafing pens (18kt
gold), Ih'isinaeolor Premier Softeore l olorial peneils, printmaking paper in various neiunil
colors, tissue paper, lonnd p.iper. neutral pM atlhesive polvvinvl aceiaie glue,
acclale, foam eotc. a digit.il juojet tor. .ind \AC! knife and blades. 'Phe predominant
use of ])aper and ink relate to the o\er.ill idi'as of eh.mge. mowmeni. and ephemeralily
embodit'd bs- dii- work.
Cj
I'iS'in' I I 'V Savnf'c' Wide mix’ S(●alIll^●^' M.u ki’iimiui i’.ipn sci u|i lo lici’in in tlir dniwiiij; roniu at Ma'k Ihill. 2011. O.xliircl,






l-'iguir rJl, Molotov gnitViii markers
tin tlrawin^ installaiiiin. 2011. Hiotojiraph by
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Fi^iin- 12<). ('.olorod pencils. 20 i 1. Oxford. Mississippi. FliotORraph by author.
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l‘'i(4iirf 127. I lie first work s[)acc. 201 1. Oxford. Mississippi. I’liolORrapli bv autlior.
Figure 129. Detail of organic
illustration. 201 1. Oxford,
Mississippi. Photograph by autlior.





Ki^iirc 130. Hippo and jilumc ait outs lor the show. 2011. Oxford, Mississippi. Photograph by
aiulior.
Installation
Icam of Six People.
X-ACTO”^^ Knife and Blades.




The drawing evokes a sense of wonder and magic llirough interlacing line work,
(aniasiical animal ereaiinrs. and a colorful paleue. The work is unified formally through
the rep('iiiion oi euiA'iUnear lines and organic shapes, and consistency of media - mosdy
papers, markers, and eolori’d pencils. X’aried repetition, remixes, and permutation of
the same suhjc'cls ol' eannisi'ls. aniicjues, jewelry, symbols, celehraloiy sweets, childhood
memories, clocks, liallerinas, maypoles, horses, gazelles, sea creatures, and strange animals
produce abstract, rihhon-like forms (see iigs. 131 133).
KRISTEN .
VISE






>1 '.!01 1 . Oxl'iiixi. Missis>i|)pi. I’luitogniph l)v author.\ IC\%
I'ignir 11-5:1 Siclr wall viow ol’ (Anirrir)'. '2011. Oxford. Mississippi. Htoiograph by author.
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Degree of Abstraction
DiHcn'in oU'mc’ms ol' the work arc drawn ̂nih \’ar)dng dcgi'ecs expression and control.
R{-cognizahl(' objccis in tiic installation include a rhino witli blue horns (hg. 134), a giraffe
(fig 135), a bal)\- hii)po (fig 13G), a deer (fig 137), the numbers seven and two (fig. 138),
a sjioiu’d cow (lig 139), a birthday cake with candles and sprinkles (fig. 140), an antler,
and cloud-like shapes (fig 1 11). Caraiure-likc objects include a bird creature, an elephant-
hke creature, and a small drawing of monster creatures (fig 142). The animals in the
installation are drawn in a whimsical manner and are connected to other elements of the
drawing with ribbon-like lines.
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1' imiiT 1 (iiratli-. 1?01 1, (.iraHiii marker on priminaking paper. Photograph by author.
I'igun' I !<t). B.iliv liiiipu. 201 1 . Paper I'ui out mourned on printmaking paper. Pliotograph by author.
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f
I'iguR' ! 38. Recognizable s\Tnbol cm out of tlic
luimber two in brightly colored paper. 2011.
Photograph by author.
higufi- I <7 Him- deer. 2lU 1 . (li alliii m.irkcr on .u etaie. I’hoiogv.iph by
aiuliDi.
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I'ii'uir i 10. liinliday l akr. 2(H I. Mixed media ilUistratioii on paper by autlior.
iMRure 1-H - (llond-like shapes and sreen antler. 2011. Marker on foam core and marker on acetate by author.
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\
l'ii;urc 1 ll>, (Ircaturi' i!hisHMtioii. 201 1. IVn. l oloroci poiu-il, and gold loafing pen on paper by author.
Sometimes a drawing begins as a representational image but quickly becomes abstracted.
While drawing, the marks and the movement of the ink on paper take over, and
consideration for realism is gone. The objective becomes to capture the nature of
the thing represented, rather than the thing itself For example, fig. 143 began as an
illustration of a deer. Encouraged by a miss-mark, the deer quickly became an energetic
pattern o!' flowing lines. Rather than illustrating the realistic deer, the concern changed to
translating the idea of the deer as a whimsical creature of the forest. Deer are associated
with trees and the woods, a place where mysterious and magical things happen.
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I'imirr I !:<, Ahsirai tf»i {ircr. L’Dl 1. (Ji alliii marker on [)aper by author.
Line
I undcrsiand ihc Iluid and coiiLinuous movement of the lines I draw in ink, and I can
sense when they arc right. As Georgia O’Keeffe wrote in 1923, “I found that I could say
things with color and shapes that I couldn't say in any other way - things I had no words
for” (cjtd. in Sweeney). There is a certain type of beautiful fluid movement that I want
to convey to viewers through linear elements. To do this, a balance between chaos and
control is maintained (see fig. 144). Uncertainty is explored through certainty in mark
making and crispness of line. Ink allows for a clean and smooth mark. I make definite
marks about indefinite ideas. 41ie result of the drawing is a balance of chaos and calm
connected through linear elements.
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I' imn c M I . I’liiiiuM 111 niii aiul liliu- iTcauiir. 'JOl 1. Clm paper, marker on paper, and marker on wall by author.
Line is the most important element of design used in the creation of tlie piece. The whole
drawing i.s niadc of lines, and many dilTcrcnt kinds of line are used. The many diagonal
lines in the work emphasize the importance of movement. Long, winding lines, bending
lines, intersecting and overlapping lines, and lines defining shapes and segments and
smaller areas are frequent in the drawing. Fluid lines, heavy lines, black lines, repetition
of line, edges and outline, expressive line, and the repetition of line to create pattern and
texture are all used. Contour and gestural lines are varied thick and thin to create interest.
I'he lines arc smooth, energetic, busy, and moving. Line is used to define shapes, form,
and texture as well as to imbue the subject matter with expressive energy.
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Scale
I  lu‘ scale ol' iIk' work i
ivlau'cl 10 ihc F.GD I'uucUouo^
niosi iniportaiu and pronounced elements of design in
is deemed as most imporianl to the success of the
scale irumpcd other foi'inal concerns. Physical
so die \'iewer may e.xperience the work bodily. Though the original
IS
e
xperience. Scale is one of the




small-scale clrawmg-s communicate the elegant, intertwaning movement that I emasioned
loi the thesis, the small drawings do not create  a human-scale spatial experience. It
was the ovenvhelming sense ol interconnection and fluid movement that I wanted to
t oniniunieatc \s’iih the \’iewcr. I want my work to draw the \acwer in almost physically.
1 he host
way to communicate the unending connections and constantly expanding
t oncc]:)ts addressed in the work was to make them big.
Color
Initially, the work was designed to be black lines on a white wall. Developing the work
hy hand, however, instead of having it produced as a black vinyl decal, provided tlie
opportunity to add color. 'Phe majority of the color used in the exhibition is black line
used to deline tlie forms and create shapes andwhite background
on
. I’llC hlack lines are
movement.
Color is minimal as to not overpower the line work, and the palette references festivals
and celebratory events (sec figs. 145 ~ 150). Bright colors including lime, teal, and pink
contrast muted and neutral colors of tan, beige/fawn, and grey. Light pink, turquoise,
and olive green allude to gems and fine jewehy Ballet pinks, sea foam green, and metallic
gold were drawn from photographs of European towns and romantic villages. These
colors gently reference something whimsical without being ovenvhelming or too loud.
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I'min i' I 1 fi. leal, nlivr. t.iun, ami pinks an- usod spanni’ly acimisi ilic ownill black andwbiu' palette of the work.
'JIl! I . I’hoinyrapli !»v auilior.
^isure 146. 'I’lic giranV on fawn roloix'd paper adds color emphasis
to itie upper region of die installation. 201 1, Photograph by author.
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I- 1 17
■JOI1 . lMi<itt)i’raplj In .uuluic.nUi-K'Nl ami \-ancl\
1-iKurc- M8. Tlu> rhino's l)liu- liorns air uvo of tlic hriRlitcsi areas in [lie work. 201 1. I'lioiogranli by author.
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I'imn j- 1 Ml. (iold IimI' and i;nld coloiTd irtrr (o liixmy itniis and aniiquo jcwcln’. 2011. Photograpii bv author
Idgiirr 1 ,'in. I'h<‘ iliirncm iiui-nsiiies of black used in the work pro\ade dimension in the insiallation; die blues arc added subtly on top
cil black lines. 2tll 1. M!mtot;rapli by author.
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Varied Repetition
I'hc \ ai ii‘cl icpriiiion o!' oixanir 5i7apcs and
lo iflcas of c-niuinua! iransformaiion and cvokuiouof i
■ak dos\-n shapes in ihc work. Orgam'c for
- ameobic shadows, leaves, and cellular
1 f) 1). Spirals, swirls, and coniour lines also coniribnle to












defining shapes. These formal
ency.
T





1 .') I . \ ai iril |●l■p(●^ilion of organii' loops, tcaixiiops, da'lrs, and crcsccnis. 12011. Plioiopraph bv author
Texture
Layering is used to create depth in the work and to reference overlying memories, altered
pcrccjnion, and finite details. Smooth and textured paper, thin applications of paint and
ink, and pa])cr collage are materials used to create texture. The cut out nature of much
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of ihr work i;i\vs dt'pth and dinu'iisio!^ lo ilic insiallaiion (see iigs. 152-157). The texture
oi' du- pink j)a]n‘r niairrial on the cake and on the circle is shiny and glossy, as is the
acciaic used for die andiT and die deer. The foam core clouds are tliicker than the other
niaierials and ( reale a I'aistxl planar area in relation to the overall work.





Figure I S'!. Cut rectangles from foimcl paper arranged to follow
of a teaixlrop shape. ‘2011. Photograph by author.
to CtlA’C
Figun- I oS, (’.ui out tear shajjes continue




>1 h. ■/’ /
-fj'.
.1 J
|●'i^ll^● 1 ■)'). C.m paprr au.u !u-il dirciily lo gallny wall. 'iOl 1.1’lioioRraph bv amhor.
l-'iniirc 1 ■■)<) (an papi-r uii to|i ol moir iiii papn' anavlu'd to gallny wall. '20U. Plunosrapb l)y authm'.
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and variety of materials, all contributing to tlte1^7
""1 k s icxtun-. '..Mil 1 , I’hiilogr.ipli l»v .iulli'*i-
Found Objects and Collage
1 lie hinhday cake in the work fcatuics
I  -\'Uv sprinkles reference the wonder
br sprinkles (see fig.oken colored-pencil tips
of small, overlooked objects. These small bits
as
of color incorporate found objects into the work wiUrout compromising the overall
sprinkles,” found paper collage elements are also
in the work is cut from a
niedia integrity. In addition to the
incorporated into the work. 'I'he glossy pink paper material
embossed with gold
recycled shopping bag. 1 collect these shiny pink bags as
lettering and tied with pink satin ribbons. By using tire shopping bags as paper collage
Clements, 1 reference my background in graphic design and tendencies towards collecting
and found objects. The paper of the bags become rectangular cutouts, arranged in
form overall shapes - the pink icing decoration on the birtliday cake (see
treasures.
patterns to
fig. 158), the circular rim of the clock face, etc. Glidden paint chips
Virgin Olive Oil” are also used as collage elements, leardrop shapes
in the color “Extra
cut from theare
paim chips. lca\'ing a liny bit of printed Icllcnng to allow the viewer to catch a glimpse of
tile found material (see fig. 159). Found, scrap, collage, gold tissue, Canson textured, and
Ri\’es Bf'K Ihu'ii papers are all used.
Hmirc 1 .■)», Hirtluliiy t-ako "sprinkles" air broken eolored pencil lips; the pink icing is a rcc\rlcd shopping bag.
201 i . I’botograpb liv aiuiior.
l-'igute 1V) The oliw green teardrop shape is cm Irom a Glidden paint cltip sample; on close examination, the
)ri! "extra." part ol the eu
201 1 I’boingrapb b\ aiiibor.
lor name "f-xtra X’irgin Olive Oil," can be seen on ilie top enn'c of the cm out.U(
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Effect
! he (Avrall \ isual oll'm and mood of ihc exhibition is energetic, fun, exciting, magical,
IcsiiN al-rt'laied. c\i)ivssi\ e. liajjpy and positive (see fig. 160). The childlike associations
die animals, tin* cake, and the numbers, in addition to the simplified confetti-colored
l)alcii(\ ivfcreiu e ihe roncepuiat idea ol an essence of wonder and whimsicality.
I ()0. An rssnu-i' of wonder and whimsicality, seen through a lens of memoiy and




]imhlnii-sol\-ing mclhod wliicli can be applied to problems
■ehsile design. Design is a way of thinking, a way of
seeks to identify problems, to research
1 lu' clrsi ;L!;n proc ess is a
Im'VoiuI ideniiiv design or \vt
'ippi'oarhiuir die world. I'lie design process
possiliiliiics. and lo dewlop soluiions ihrough system design
●oblem soKnng across creative design
tiic roots of modern art and design accept no
” (Kovic). This results in complication when
and creative ensembles as precisely this oi that
intricately linked. It is tlie overlap and uncertain
1 be similarity in process and approach to pi
fliscipliiu's sc'eins natural considering .
distinction l^etween line and applied ait
one tries to classify complex projects
design categoiy 1 see art and design as
undebned region between art and design that I explo
decal and executed by hand ratlier than machine,
'ticular genre of art or design. Executed as an
between art and design, or more specifically, between graphic
Designed as a large-scale vinyl
(Mrrency is difTicult to classify within a pai
experiment in the grey area
design, mstallation art, EGD, and illustration, the project is unique because it seeks to
Strait forward message. This differentiates thecommunicate a notion and a sense, not a
work from a more traditional design-based project, where the communication message
is definite. The purpose of this project is the communication of an essence of wonder
complicated through mcmoiy I will define my work as a laige-scale di awing installation
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aloni^ the lollowimj; idea ot iiisiallaiion ari: In the world of gated communities; of
s])rciali/.(‘(l ‘prnirssionals;' and til' puniy of backgrounds and educations, artistic
msiallatii )iis. u iicdicr dom- hv artists, architects, designers, or any creative group...present
a truly lihciatiiig 1 tastardi/aiion*' Kovic).
CONCLUSION
P(‘Hu
tps my ihougius on the underpinning essence of wonder were not so complicated
nnd undrrij)lu'rahl(‘ as I originally ihoughi. but properly elemental, simple, and essential.
I he inv(‘siigation of something so vague and uncertain ultimately exemplified a most
appro])riaie connection, one of \ isual simplicity and beauty; repetition of shape and
pati(‘rn, rhythmic circular and spiral motion, and organic lines and curves (see fig. 161).
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